Lessons learned: Cross-government working

Cross-government
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In 2022, the NAO’s work led to a positive financial impact through reduced costs, improved service delivery, or other benefits to citizens, of £572 million.
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Summary

Introduction

1 Central government is organised into departments that plan and deliver their own objectives. Some of these objectives can be met perfectly well by individual departments acting alone. But in some instances, important government priorities such as net zero, adult social care, rough sleeping and vulnerable families cut across departments, and require them to work together, through what is known as cross-government working. In this report we draw on insights from our work to set out what effective cross-government working looks like and highlight some of the barriers. We have also produced a guide to support leaders and practitioners engaged in cross-government working.¹

What is cross-government working?

2 Citizens do not usually think of their interactions with government in terms of traditional government departments, and not all issues fit neatly into one part of government. Increasingly, government policies need to involve more than one department and departments are required to work together to achieve policy priorities.

3 Successful cross-government working (which we have defined as delivering through more than one department or arm’s-length body) can allow government to deliver outcomes more effectively and better value for money but requires concerted effort. There are many different types of cross-government working, from sharing best practice between departments to delivering complex programmes that cut across different departmental objectives.

How does it work?

4 Departments are responsible for the planning and delivery of their objectives and for identifying where cross-government working will help to achieve these. They are also responsible for ensuring they have the right supporting departments lined up to deliver shared priorities and agreeing effective monitoring and governance arrangements to ensure everyone understands their role. Departments set out their priority outcomes in Outcome Delivery Plans (ODPs), along with their plan for achieving them.

¹ National Audit Office, Cross-government working, Good practice guide for leaders and practitioners, July 2023.
Both HM Treasury and the Cabinet Office have a role in supporting cross-government priorities. HM Treasury is responsible for allocating and controlling public spending, including departmental spending, and for scrutinising and approving any project or programme spending which is outside of departments’ delegated limits or is novel and contentious. Its spending teams advise HM Treasury ministers on decisions at spending reviews; review and approve submissions for new spending on projects and programmes; and monitor departments’ budgets and spending risks. The Cabinet Office and HM Treasury are responsible for monitoring the delivery of departmental objectives and 20 cross-cutting outcomes established in October 2021. Both departments have responsibility for identifying, supporting and monitoring cross-government working. In December 2022, HM Treasury and Cabinet Office worked with departments to identify the biggest barriers to successful cross-government working, and identified the following areas to better support departments: structures; priorities; spending; data-sharing; culture; and best practice.

Insights from the National Audit Office

Through our regular examination of government projects and programmes we frequently see examples of how weaknesses in cross-government working can undermine value for money. Findings in our reports regularly highlight problems with cross-government working and reiterate the importance of a shared vision and objectives, coordinated programme and risk management, and compatible data and technology. Our Guide for effective cross-government working explores these points, and others, in more detail (Figure 1 overleaf).

Scope of this report

This report draws on insights from our previous work to set out what effective cross-government working looks like and highlights some of the barriers. It covers the roles of Cabinet Office, HM Treasury and government departments in supporting and delivering cross-government work and recent work undertaken by HM Treasury and Cabinet Office to identify barriers to cross-government working. It also considers examples of cross-government working in other countries. The report expands on the main themes of our cross-government working guide and examines:

- setting up cross-government working (Part One);
- delivering cross-government working (Part Two); and
- improving cross-government working (Part Three).

We have defined cross-government working as where more than one department or arm’s-length body from different parts of government work together to achieve a shared outcome. The report focuses on the way central government departments and their arm’s-length bodies can work together. It does not consider cross-government working with local government, devolved administrations or organisations outside of government.
Introduction
What we mean by cross-government working
Central government is organised into departments that plan and deliver their own objectives. We have defined cross-government working as where more than one department or arm’s-length body from different parts of government work together to achieve a shared outcome.

When to work cross-government?
On an individual project/programme or policy basis departments should consider when working with others is appropriate, taking into account the benefits and risks of different types of cross-government working.

Cross-government working models
There are a range of different ways in which government departments can work together, involving different levels of engagement, governance arrangements, and accountabilities. In May 2023, HM Treasury identified six joint delivery models for cross-government working in Managing Public Money.

Areas to explore:

**Setting up cross-government working**
- Developing a shared vision
- Defining responsibilities and accountabilities
- Leadership

  Have the relevant departments been identified, and do they recognise they need to be involved in the policy?
  Have the benefits of joint working been identified and communicated?
  Are the roles and responsibilities of each department defined and understood?
  Has a lead department been identified?
  Is there an appropriate senior sponsor/s for the project overall and within each department?

**Delivering cross-government working**
- Governance and decision-making
- Programme and risk management
- Data and data-sharing

  Are proportionate and clear governance arrangements set out at the start?
  Is there a single programme director or senior responsible owner (SRO) who has sufficient capacity to look across departments and the authority to make necessary changes?
  Is there a robust risk assessment across the different departments, projects and portfolio?
  Have common data sets been identified, including from administrative systems, that departments can draw on to support policy development and operational delivery?

**Improving cross-government working**
- Ongoing evaluation
- Identifying and sharing good practice
- Central support and guidance

  Has evaluation been built into the design and delivery of the policy?
  Is good practice routinely identified and shared across government?
  Do departments know where they can find guidance and support?
  Are the results of any evaluation used to support policies and to underpin decision-making?
Setting up cross-government working

9 There are many different models of cross-government working. It can range from two departments working together on a specific policy, such as adult social care, to government priorities delivered by multiple departments, such as net zero. Some departments have overall responsibility for delivering a policy which contributes to other departments’ strategic priorities. For example, the Department for Culture, Media & Sport has responsibility for maximising participation in sport, which contributes to strategic priorities across government, such as levelling-up (paragraph 1.4, and Figure 2).

10 Departments need to carefully consider which policies and programmes will benefit from cross-government working. Working with more than one department is not always necessary or beneficial, but some policies or programmes cannot be delivered without it. In these circumstances government needs to have a rigorous understanding of its planned outcomes and how they will be delivered when multiple departments are involved (paragraphs 1.4 and 1.15).

11 It is not always clear which departments are involved in delivering policies which cut across departmental boundaries. Our work has shown the importance of clearly defined responsibilities and accountability structures, but this does not always happen. Our report on Support for vulnerable adolescents found a poor mutual understanding of how different bodies within the health and social care system made decisions. This had hampered joint working. Departments report on their cross-cutting outcomes in ODPs, but we identified one example in the July 2021 ODPs where a shared cross-cutting outcome was not consistently reported by all responsible departments. In addition, some departments used their ODPs to explain where more informal joint working was involved in delivering other outcomes but this was not reflected consistently in the other relevant ODPs (paragraphs 1.7 and 1.9).

12 Our work shows that departments need strong leadership, a common purpose and shared vision to maximise buy-in and support for cross-government working. In our 2020 report on Achieving net zero, the then Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy told us its latest arrangements were more likely to endure because they had senior political buy-in, including the Prime Minister chairing the Climate Action Strategy Committee. It also established the Climate Change National Strategy Implementation Group, which was made up of senior officials from across departments and helped coordinate activity (paragraph 1.8).
Delivering cross-government working

13 Departments need effective governance and decision-making structures for successful cross-government working. The more bodies that are involved, the more complex it can be to oversee and manage delivery. Our 2022 report into Government shared services found that unclear governance arrangements had created risks to delivery and had made it difficult to come to a shared view. Cabinet Office has now begun to streamline its governance arrangements. It is also important that governance arrangements support open discussion and continuous organisational improvement across departmental boundaries (paragraphs 2.2 to 2.4).

14 Cross-government working can carry more risk, reinforcing the need for effective risk management. Departments need strong end-to-end risk management arrangements in place that allow government to identify, assess and manage significant risks across government departments. They are supported in this by the Risk Centre of Excellence in HM Treasury and Cabinet Office, which leads on civil contingencies. Our recent report on The government’s preparedness for the COVID-19 pandemic highlighted several areas for improvement in the way that government assesses risk. We recommended that Cabinet Office should establish who is responsible for leading and managing whole-system risks, and that it should work with government departments to ensure their risk management approaches are comprehensive, integrated, and holistic (paragraph 2.5, and Figure 5).

15 Departments have a way to go to understand and evaluate the success of cross-government interventions. Departments must manage common challenges including poor-quality data, lack of consistent data, and impractical data-sharing agreements. In our 2019 report on Challenges in using data across government we made it clear that to overcome these barriers, government must take steps towards interoperability by embedding consistent data standards, improving data quality, addressing issues posed by legacy IT systems, and enabling data-sharing across government. This involves departments putting in place data-sharing agreements that address practical considerations including quality, technical limitations, and the cost and effort of making data available. Our recent report on Digital transformation in government: addressing the barriers to efficiency found that there had been some recent progress on establishing data standards across government, but that the use of data remains a major undertaking with significant technical and cultural barriers to overcome (paragraphs 2.6 to 2.8).
Improving cross-government working

16 Government is taking steps to monitor and evaluate cross-government projects and programmes to understand what works and what does not. Evaluation allows government to make informed decisions and helps it learn what works. Our 2021 report on Evaluating government spending found that 8% of government spend on major projects had robust evaluation plans in place in 2019. It observed that HM Treasury and Cabinet Office have been more proactive on evaluation since 2020. For example, in April 2021, government set up a joint Evaluation Task Force of Cabinet Office and HM Treasury specialists to support evaluation of policies and programmes across government (paragraphs 3.7 and 3.8).

17 Government could do more to routinely identify and share best practice in cross-government working. Our Framework for auditing evaluation notes the importance of collating evaluation findings and lessons learned so they can be easily accessed and shared. This includes government maintaining a central repository of evaluation evidence, which is kept updated and is accessible to analysts and policy professionals. Our report on Progress with trade negotiations recommended that the then Department for International Trade should ensure it learns lessons from the progress it has made on multiple negotiations so far. It should ensure that feedback, learning and sector knowledge from across departments and devolved administrations is recorded and shared, and used to inform an improved approach in future negotiations (paragraphs 3.9 to 3.11).

18 In December 2022, the centre of government identified where it can do more to support better practice in cross-government working. Between February 2022 and March 2022, HM Treasury and Cabinet Office carried out an online survey of departmental practitioners to identify the main barriers to cross-government working. They received 229 responses and identified six areas where it was important for departments to work together: structures, priorities, spending, data-sharing, culture and best practice. Some of the surveyed practitioners had found it difficult to locate and apply the relevant guidance on how departments should work together. HM Treasury and Cabinet Office have worked with the cross-government Policy Profession to develop a new joint-working ‘hub’ to support departments in identifying and establishing cross-cutting accountability structures and clear ways of working, as well as signposting relevant guidance and sources of support (paragraphs 1.14 and 3.2).
Additional funding is often used as an incentive to encourage cross-government working. As part of the Spending Review 2019, HM Treasury launched the Shared Outcomes Fund to test innovative ways of cross-government working across the public sector, with an emphasis on thorough plans for evaluation. The 2020 and 2021 Spending Reviews allocated an additional £200 million of funding each to the scheme to support both a new round of pilot projects and to scale up or continue existing pilot projects where evaluation has shown they work, bringing the total funding made available through the scheme to £600 million. As at 31 May 2023 the Fund has supported 44 projects. However, there is little incentive for departments to invest in programmes which deliver benefits elsewhere in government. Our work on Improving outcomes for women in the criminal justice system highlighted that costs and benefits are often not spread evenly among implementation partners (paragraphs 3.4 to 3.6, and Figure 6).
Part One

Setting-up cross-government working

1.1 Central government is organised into departments that plan and deliver their own objectives. In some instances, important government priorities such as net zero, adult social care, rough sleeping and vulnerable families cut across departments.

1.2 In this report, and our supporting guide, we have defined cross-government working as where more than one department or arm’s-length body from different parts of government work together to achieve a shared outcome.

1.3 In this part we cover:

- cross-government working models;
- roles and responsibilities;
- functions; and
- barriers to cross-government working.

Cross-government working models

1.4 There are a range of different ways that departments can work together. Cross-government working can cover everything from informal collaboration on areas of shared interest, through to multiple departments contributing funding to a joint project or programme. Some departments have overall responsibility for delivering a policy which contributes to other departments’ strategic priorities. For example, the Department for Culture, Media & Sport has responsibility for maximising participation in sport, which contributes to strategic priorities across government, such as levelling-up. In May 2023, HM Treasury set out six joint delivery models for cross-government working in Managing Public Money, including details on responsibilities and accountabilities for each model. It is important to identify which model of joint working is most appropriate in different circumstances, and whether it is necessary or beneficial to deliver in a cross-departmental way (Figure 2 overleaf).
**HM Treasury has identified six models of cross-government working**

### Figure 2

**Effective cross-government working**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
<th>Model 3</th>
<th>Model 4</th>
<th>Model 5</th>
<th>Model 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Informal collaboration</strong></td>
<td><strong>Model 1</strong></td>
<td><strong>Model 2</strong></td>
<td><strong>Model 3</strong></td>
<td><strong>Model 4</strong></td>
<td><strong>Model 5</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Departments may work together by sharing knowledge, good practice or information.</td>
<td>Simple collaboration. Departments may collaborate in the development of policy in which they respectively have an interest.</td>
<td>One department leads, while formally accessing the expertise, analysis or insights of other government departments or arm's-length bodies.</td>
<td>Departments contribute funding to a joint project or plan.</td>
<td>One department leads delivery of a cross-government outcome, with accountability and responsibility for individual projects sitting with different departments and arm's-length bodies.</td>
<td>Budget cover transfers. One department with an aim in common with another may transfer budget cover to the other department, in order to undertake activities that align with their respective objectives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Example COVID-19 business grants scheme where HM Treasury (HMT) worked with the then Department for Business, Energy &amp; Industrial Strategy (BEIS) and Department for Levelling Up, Housing &amp; Communities (DLUHC) to decide the key features of the scheme.</td>
<td>The government’s public land disposals programme. The then Department for Communities and Local Government, now DLUHC, held responsibility for setting up the programme and monitoring progress, but relied on government departments to identify surplus land for disposal and dispose of it.</td>
<td>The Joint Unit for Waste Crime is a partnership of environmental regulators, law enforcement bodies, tax authorities and the fire sector. Established in 2020 and funded by its partner organisations (including departments) it supports a multi-agency approach to tackling waste crime. For example, through the Joint Unit, HM Revenue &amp; Customs is pre-vetting applications for landfill tax water discounts.</td>
<td>In 2020 we reported that the then BEIS held overall responsibility for achieving net zero with nine other government departments leading or co-leading in specific sectors or on cross-cutting themes.</td>
<td>Example The Home Office pays most of the Emergency Service Network programme costs. It receives some funding from other organisations including the Department of Health &amp; Social Care (responsible for ambulance trusts in England), the Scottish Government (responsible for all three services in Scotland) and the Welsh Government (responsible for fire and ambulance services in Wales).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Example The Department for Science, Innovation &amp; Technology was created in February 2023 as a result of a machinery of government change which brought together the relevant parts of the former BEIS and the former Department for Digital, Culture, Media &amp; Sport.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note**

1 In May 2023 HM Treasury identified six joint delivery models for cross-government working in Managing Public Money, May 2023. In addition to these models the National Audit Office identified more informal ways departments can work together. For example, informal collaboration to share good practice.

Source: National Audit Office analysis of HM Treasury’s, Managing Public Money, May 2023, Box 7.4
Roles and responsibilities

1.5 HM Treasury is responsible for allocating and controlling public spending. This includes delegating budgets to departments, and scrutinising and approving both novel and contentious proposals, and project and programme spending outside of departments’ delegated limits. Its spending teams advise HM Treasury ministers on decisions at spending reviews; review and approve submissions for new spending on projects and programmes; and monitor departments’ budgets and spending risks. It also sets rules for government financial management. The Government Finance Function (GFF) sits within HM Treasury and its objectives and priorities include:

- incentivising cross-government collaboration and innovative ways of working;
- establishing cross-government data standards and process designs that enable government to be more efficient and responsive; and
- supporting its governance and cross-government communities and networks to enable collaboration and knowledge-sharing.

1.6 Cabinet Office and HM Treasury are responsible for monitoring the delivery of departmental objectives and government policy priorities. They also have responsibility for identifying, supporting and monitoring cross-government working. This includes identifying areas for integration through policy coordination work and monitoring back-office integration savings. They oversee and assure policy areas with integrated service or programme delivery through the Infrastructure and Projects Authority, which provides central assurance for project implementation, including for major integration projects. Cabinet Office and HM Treasury also set the overall performance framework that requires departments to set out priority outcomes and how they plan to achieve these. This includes outlining any crucial ‘enabling’ activities, strategy and planning information, and the level of support required from other departments. Cabinet Office also publishes efficiency savings delivered through government functions.

1.7 Departments are responsible for the planning and delivery of their objectives and for identifying where cross-government working will help to achieve these. They are also responsible for ensuring they have the right supporting departments lined up to deliver shared priorities and agreeing effective monitoring and governance arrangements to ensure everyone understands their delivery role. Our work has shown the importance of clearly defined responsibilities and accountability structures, but this does not always happen. For example, our report on Support for vulnerable adolescents found a poor mutual understanding of how different bodies within the health and social care system made decisions.
1.8 A common purpose and shared vision across all departments is crucial to successful cross-government working. A shared vision helps to maximise buy-in from departments. This is especially crucial where there is uneven distribution of costs and benefits. In our 2020 report on Achieving net zero, the then Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy told us its latest arrangements were more likely to endure because they had senior political buy-in, including the Prime Minister chairing the Climate Action Strategy Committee. It also established the Climate Change National Strategy Implementation Group (NSIG), which was made up of senior officials from across departments and helped coordinate activity.

1.9 Departments report on their priority outcomes in Outcome Delivery Plans (ODPs). ODPs replaced the previous Single Departmental Plans (SDPs) in a move to make sure that departments have a greater focus on linking spending to outcomes, evaluation and joint working. Departments published their first ODPs in July 2021. In October 2021, as part of Spending Review 2021, the government published a list of 76 priority outcomes, 20 of which are cross-cutting outcomes. These cover major policy areas including net zero, health and social care, and levelling-up (Figure 3). Some cross-cutting outcomes involve only two departments working together but others include more. For example, there are nine departments working on the cross-cutting outcome to ‘reduce crime’. Shared outcomes are not always reported consistently by departments. We identified one example in the July 2021 ODPs where a shared cross-cutting outcome was not consistently reported by all responsible departments. In addition, some departments used their ODPs to explain where more informal joint working was involved in delivering other outcomes but this was not reflected consistently in the relevant ODPs.

1.10 Other governments have similar mechanisms for overseeing joint priorities. The United States Congress enacted the GPRA Modernization Act in 2010 to create a more integrated, cross-cutting approach to federal performance management. As part of this, the Office of Management and Budget and all federal agencies are required to establish four-year Cross-Agency Priority (CAP) goals. These goals cover areas such as improving customer experiences with federal services. In September 2021, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) identified key considerations to help facilitate the implementation of goals, such as reporting on cross-agency results at the end of the four-year goal period.
**Figure 3**
Examples of policy areas identified from cross-cutting outcomes published in the Spending Review, October 2021

Cross-cutting outcomes cover a range of major policy areas including net zero, health and social care, and levelling up

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy Area</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Productivity and economic growth (levelling up)** | Increase economic growth and productivity through improved digital connectivity.  
Secure world class free trade agreements and reduce market access barriers, ensuring that consumers and businesses can benefit from both.  
Raise productivity and empower places so that everyone across the country can benefit from levelling up. |
| **Crime and justice**                            | Reduce crime.  
Reduce the risk of terrorism to the UK and UK overseas interests.  
Deliver swift access to justice.  
Secure a safe, prosperous and resilient UK by coordinating national security and crisis response, realising strategic advantage through science and technology, and the implementation of the integrated review. |
| **Net zero**                                     | Reduce UK greenhouse gas emissions to net zero by 2050, while supporting green jobs and mobilising investment to deliver a green industrial revolution across the UK.  
Improve the environment through cleaner air and water, minimise waste, and thriving plants and terrestrial and marine wildlife. |
| **Health and social care**                       | Improve, protect and level up the nation’s health, including reducing health disparities.  
Improve social care outcomes through an affordable, high-quality and sustainable adult social care system.  
End rough sleeping through more effective prevention and crisis intervention services, and reduce homelessness by enabling local authorities to fully meet their statutory duties. |
| **Education, skills and jobs**                   | Drive economic growth through improving the skills pipeline, levelling up productivity and supporting people to work.  
Support the most disadvantaged and vulnerable children and young people through high-quality education and local services so that no-one is left behind.  
Support families and provide the best start in life for all, through improved family services and high-quality early education and childcare to raise standards and help parents into work.  
Maximise employment across the country to aid economic recovery following the COVID-19 pandemic.  
Address poverty through enabling progression in the workforce and increasing financial resilience. |
| **Strengthening borders and union**              | Seize the opportunities of Brexit, through creating the worlds most effective border to increase UK prosperity and enhance security.  
Maintain the Union, and ensure that its strength and benefits are clear, visible and recognised by all citizens.  
Tackle illegal migration, remove those with no right to be here and protect the vulnerable. |

**Notes**

1. We analysed the list of 20 cross-cutting outcomes published in October 2021 and split them into broad policy areas.
2. The cross-cutting outcomes were taken directly from the Spending Review, October 2021.
3. Cross-cutting outcomes are delivered by two or more departments working together.

Source: National Audit Office analysis of cross cutting outcomes published in October 2021
Functions

1.11 In 2015, the government set up cross-departmental corporate functions. These functions aimed to improve decision-making, increase organisational capacity and capability, and normalise cross-government working. The functions cover core areas of business such as human resources, legal, commercial and digital. In 2022, government reaffirmed its ambition that the functions will form a framework for back-office collaboration within organisations and across organisational boundaries, to support efficient and effective delivery of policy, outcomes and services.

1.12 Functions have set up a range of initiatives with the aim of making cross-government working easier. For example, the digital function has worked with Microsoft to set up the Microsoft 365 Collaboration Blueprint for UK Government, which explicitly aims to improve collaboration between different departments. The HR function is also looking to converge processes across the civil service for the onboarding and transfer of staff, making it easier to manage staff moves between departments.

Barriers to cross-government working

1.13 In our guide, we highlight three themes to consider for effective cross-government working. Drawing on our reports, we have highlighted a range of common challenges departments face when setting-up cross-government working, delivering joint policies and programmes, and learning and improving working arrangements when there is more than one department involved.

1.14 HM Treasury and Cabinet Office have also identified a range of barriers to effective cross-government working. Between February 2022 and March 2022, they carried out an online survey of departmental practitioners and received 229 responses. Some of the most commonly identified barriers were structures and bureaucracy hindering planning and delivery; ministerial priorities not being well understood; inconsistent join-up in spending decisions and allocations; a lack of routine data-sharing between departments; and poor arrangements for sharing best practice and learning (Figure 4). To combat these issues HM Treasury and Cabinet Office identified areas where they could do more to better support cross-government working. These were: structures; priorities; spending; data-sharing; culture; and best practice. They found that there was further to go in ensuring an open and collaborative culture that rewards and recognises its people.
Figure 4
Common challenges to effective cross-government working identified by survey practitioners

HM Treasury and Cabinet Office identified a range of barriers to successful cross-government working

- **63%** felt that technical issues made it difficult to share data effectively across government
- **62%** saw departmental unwillingness to share data across government as a major barrier to effective cross-government working
- **45%** identified conflicting Ministerial priorities as a major barrier to effective cross-government working
- **49%** found it difficult to identify the right people to speak to in other departments about cross-government initiatives
- **39%** identified changing ministers or Ministerial Directions as a barrier

Notes
1. HM Treasury and Cabinet Office online survey of departmental practitioners between February 2022 and March 2022. Results based on 229 responses from 15 different departments and three other bodies involved in cross-government working. Responses were to 18 questions aimed at understanding the extent to which different barriers impact on cross-government working. Figure based on top five responses.
2. This figure does not present all the identified barriers to joint working.

Source: National Audit Office analysis of HM Treasury and Cabinet Office survey data.
1.15 The way that government is structured can present a barrier to effective cross-government working. Different departments work in different ways, which can lead to siloed working across government. These silos make it difficult to converge processes and deliver joint initiatives effectively. Our report on *Improving government’s planning and spending framework* found that departments creating planning and spending review submissions in silos can undermine overall value for money and negatively affect local services. We noted to deliver value for money over the medium to longer term, government needs an integrated planning and spending framework which includes robust realistic plans, with clear priorities and long-term clarity on funding that supports organisations to work together across government and protect value for money.

1.16 Other governments also face similar barriers when trying to work across government. The Office of the Auditor General of Canada (OAG) told us that the Government of Canada has introduced a new digital platform called GCXchange to further enable cross-departmental communication. This tool allows federal employees to collaborate and chat with other federal public servants; to co-author documents with other departments; to join one of more than 150 existing cross-departmental communities or to create a new one; and to view departmental and government-wide communications.

1.17 The Office of the Auditor-General New Zealand also acknowledged that its country’s budgets had historically been approached in a siloed way with very little sharing of information between agencies. The New Zealand Government is trialling initiatives to help overcome these silos. Setting up the ‘Justice Sector Cluster Budget Pilot’ as part of its 2022 budget is one of two such initiatives. This pilot aimed to make the budgeting process in the justice sector a more collaborative activity, with agencies and ministers in that sector working together to develop multi-year funding proposals and to agree priority areas.
Part Two

Delivering cross-government working

2.1 In this part of the report we cover:

- governance and decision-making;
- programme and risk management; and
- data and data-sharing.

Governance and decision-making

2.2 Departments need effective governance and decision-making structures for successful cross-government working. Good governance helps an organisation meet its intended outcomes, effectively manage risks and performance, and adds transparency which in turn facilitates effective accountability. As we set out in our 2019 report on Local authority governance, poor governance can make the difference between local authorities coping and not coping with financial and service pressure.

2.3 Cross-government initiatives can often be more difficult to implement due to the large number of bodies involved in delivery and their existing individual governance and accountability structures. This challenging context means that it is even more important that governance arrangements are robust enough to work effectively. This includes ensuring that governance arrangements are carefully designed, streamlined, consistent and well-understood by all involved. This helps to reduce the risk of duplicated effort across departmental teams, allowing government to achieve efficiencies and avoid fragmentation.

2.4 Our 2020 report on The government’s approach to test and trace in England noted that the unusual dual reporting lines initially put in place brought risks of unclear governance arrangements and confused decision-making. Our 2022 report on Government shared services found that multiple layers of reporting had resulted in fragmented and cumbersome governance arrangements that had created risks to delivery and made it difficult to come to a shared view on what mattered. Since our report was published, Cabinet Office has begun to streamline its governance arrangements.
Programme and risk management

2.5 Departments need a strong risk management framework that supports them to deliver their priorities. The Risk Centre of Excellence in HM Treasury publishes guidance on risk in the Orange Book, setting out a principles-based approach to risk management (Figure 5). The Cabinet Office also supports departments through its role as lead on civil contingencies. Our recent report on The government’s preparedness for the COVID-19 pandemic highlighted the importance of strong end-to-end risk management arrangements in addressing significant risks, including interdependent and systemic risks. This includes a cross-government view of risks to understand the knock-on effects on other parts of the system and to stop risks falling through the ‘cracks’ between departments. We highlighted several areas for improvement, including the need to clarify risk appetite and make it clear who leads and manages whole-system risks. We recommended that the Cabinet Office should work with government departments to ensure that their risk management, business continuity and emergency planning are more comprehensive, holistic and integrated.

Figure 5
The Orange Book’s Risk Management Framework

HM Treasury’s Orange Book sets out a principle-based approach to risk management

Note
1 The purpose of the Risk Management Framework is to help identify and support opportunities and risks within desired levels across an organisation.

Data and data-sharing

2.6 Our guide for senior leaders on Improving government data highlighted the common challenges to getting the right data in the right place at the right time. These included poor-quality data, lack of consistent data, and impractical data-sharing agreements. To overcome these barriers, government must take steps towards interoperability by embedding data standards, improving data quality, addressing issues posed by legacy IT systems, and enabling data-sharing across government. This involves putting in place data-sharing agreements that address practical considerations including quality, technical limitations, and the cost and effort of making data available. Our recent report on Digital transformation in government: addressing the barriers to efficiency found that, while there had been some recent progress on establishing data standards across government, this remains a major undertaking with significant technical and cultural barriers to overcome.

2.7 Departments also need the right data to understand and evaluate the success of cross-government interventions. In our 2019 report on Challenges in using data across government we noted that getting the right data in the right place at the right time was vital to delivering value for money. Our report highlighted that having the right data helps make services work for people, improves government’s systems and processes, and supports better decisions. The importance of data was demonstrated in our report on Improving resettlement support for prison leavers to reduce reoffending, which found that slow progress in collecting and sharing the right data had limited the government’s ability to provide appropriate support to prison leavers.

2.8 Our recent report on Digital transformation in government highlighted how performance data can be used to inform decision-making. The Central Digital and Data Office (CDDO) collects departmental data to track key performance and maturity indicators, including progress against efficiency savings. CDDO and HM Treasury collect and review a range of financial and narrative metrics on a quarterly basis in order to agree performance targets and assess overall progress in delivering the commitments set out in the 2022–2025 roadmap for digital and data. Progress is also reported to the Digital and Data Board every six months.
Part Three

Improving cross-government working

3.1 In this part we cover:

- central support and mechanisms to facilitate cross-government working;
- evaluation of projects and programmes; and
- identifying good practice.

Central support and guidance

3.2 HM Treasury is working to improve central support and guidance. Between February 2022 and March 2022, HM Treasury and Cabinet Office carried out an online survey of departmental practitioners and received 229 responses. This survey data indicated that some practitioners find it difficult to locate and apply the relevant guidance on how departments should work together.² HM Treasury has worked with the cross-government Policy Profession to develop a new joint-working 'hub' to support departments in identifying and establishing cross-cutting accountability structures and clear ways of working, as well as signposting relevant guidance and sources of support. It is in the process of developing a 'joint-working crib sheet', which will support departments to identify and establish cross-cutting accountability structures and clear ways of working.

---

² Of 229 responses, 64 respondents agreed that difficulty in finding relevant guidance had impacted the delivery of their work. 32 respondents agreed that the delivery of their work had been impacted by difficulties in applying the guidance. See Appendix One for further details on HM Treasury and Cabinet Office survey data.
3.3 The Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 requires specific public bodies in Wales to carry out sustainable development and work towards achieving seven well-being goals. Public bodies must do that by acting in accordance with the sustainable development principle and take account of five ways of working, which include collaboration and integration. The Welsh Government has issued statutory guidance on the sustainable development principle which covers how to take an integrated and collaborative approach in achieving an organisation’s objectives. The independent Future Generations Commissioner for Wales has developed a maturity matrix that supports organisations implementing the Act. The maturity matrix is designed to allow organisations to identify where their current practice sits in relation to each of the five ways of working and the next steps the organisation can take to embed the ways of working further. The maturity matrix includes advice on a range of key elements such as how best to identify and understand interdependencies, how to find opportunities to collaborate and share best practice, and how to avoid duplication of time and effort across multiple bodies.

3.4 In England, additional funding is an incentive used to encourage cross-government working, with the Shared Outcomes Fund (the Fund) being the most recent initiative. It was set up by HM Treasury in 2019 with an initial allocation of up to £200 million to fund pilot projects that test innovative ways of working across the public sector, with an emphasis on thorough plans for evaluation. Spending Reviews 2020 and 2021 announced a further £200 million of funding each to the scheme to allow the government to keep supporting pilot projects and to scale up those where evaluation has shown they work, bringing the total funding made available through the scheme to £600 million. As at 31 May 2023, 44 projects have received support.

3.5 One such project is the Department for Education’s Alternative Provision Specialist Taskforce (APST), which received a total of £15.6 million from the Fund to deliver a two-year pilot. This is being used to support young people in alternative provision schools who are most at risk of serious violence or gang exploitation by giving targeted specialist support to keep them engaged in education and attending school (Figure 6 overleaf). The Department for Education reports monitoring information to HM Treasury quarterly. An independent evaluation of the pilot was commissioned by the Youth Endowment Fund, and this is due to be published in June 2025.
Figure 6
Shared Outcomes Fund pilot project: Alternative Provision Specialist Taskforce (APST), 2021

The APST programme received £15.6 million of funding through the Shared Outcomes Fund for a two-year pilot scheme

Aim of the pilot project
The pilot project aims to provide intensive, co-located on-site multi-agency support to vulnerable pupils in alternative provision schools to get them back on track with their studies and prevent them from being drawn into gang activity or becoming involved with serious violence.

Bodies involved in delivering pilot project
Lead department: Department for Education
Supporting bodies: Department for Culture, Media & Sport; Department of Health & Social Care; Home Office; Ministry of Justice; Department for Work & Pensions; and the Youth Justice Board.

Cross-government approach
This project is testing the impact of embedding multi-disciplinary teams of specialists from across education, health care, justice, and youth services in a sample of alternative provision schools that are in serious violence hotspots. This includes mental health workers, youth workers, speech and language therapists, family support workers, youth justice workers, and post-16 transition workers. This blended team of specialists from across different areas allows for the provision of wraparound support and early needs assessment.

Reported impact to date
Between November 2021 and March 2023, over 3,200 children have been supported by an APST pilot team. Feedback to the Department for Education from APST pilot teams is demonstrating the value of building trusted relationships and offering timely and accessible support. Co-locating the core group of specialists has improved staff training and enabled a holistic understanding of, and response to, a child’s needs.

Future evaluation
The Youth Endowment Fund are funding an independent evaluation of the APST pilot project. This will include assessing the impact of the APST on a range of outcomes such as pupil well-being, post-16 outcomes, attendance, attainment, and involvement with serious crime. It will also assess the cost of delivering APST for the schools involved and the implementation experience of those involved in delivering the pilot.

Sharing best practice
All pilot teams who have received funding through the Shared Outcomes Fund have been invited to join a cross-government network where project teams are invited to share their learning and experiences. Within the APST programme, the Department for Education also supports collaboration between the schools involved in the pilot. The sharing of best practice is facilitated via an online collaboration hub; via face-to-face events; and via regular virtual communities of practice between specialists from different areas.

Source: National Audit Office analysis of published document Targeted support for vulnerable young people in serious violence hotspots, published by the Department for Education
3.6 Our work on *Improving outcomes for women in the criminal justice system* highlighted that costs and benefits are often not spread evenly among implementation partners. The centre of government can use its position to incentivise bodies to take the best course of action for the whole system, including incentivising staff to work across organisational boundaries to deliver on joint outcomes. We have previously identified this as an area of good practice in our report on *EU Exit preparations*, where we found staff effectively working cross-government in response to capacity constraints. In this case government had set up a central system to make it easier to move staff between departments, matching need and operating at speed. We found that this had enabled government to respond more quickly as and when issues arose.

**Evaluation**

3.7 We regularly report on the importance of ongoing monitoring and evaluation of projects and programmes. Given that many cross-department initiatives are in priority policy areas where there is still limited evidence of what works, such as net zero and levelling-up, it is particularly important that effective evaluation arrangements are in place. Our *Framework for auditing evaluations* noted that evaluation allows government to make informed decisions and helps it learn what works. Using this information in future projects will improve design and implementation and lead to a greater likelihood of objectives being achieved. HM Treasury’s Green Book guidance states that “monitoring and evaluation of all proposals should be [...] an integral part of all proposed interventions”. Our report *Evaluating government spending* found that 8% of government spend on major projects had robust evaluation plans in place in 2019. Since 2013, individual departments have undertaken initiatives to improve evaluation. However, we identified in our report that the use of evaluation continues to be variable and inconsistent, and the government has been slow to address problems.

3.8 In April 2021, government set up a joint Evaluation Task Force of Cabinet Office and HM Treasury specialists to support evaluation of policies and programmes across government. The Evaluation Task Force aims to drive continuous improvements in the way that government projects and programmes are evaluated to inform decisions on whether they should be stopped, continued, expanded or modified. Our 2021 report noted that there has been a change in momentum, with HM Treasury and Cabinet Office being more proactive on evaluation since 2020. For example, HM Treasury made greater use of its powers, requiring departments to include plans for evaluations in order for it to approve funding at the 2020 Spending Review.
Identifying good practice

3.9 Government sometimes finds it challenging to share best practice and lessons learned. Our report on Progress with trade negotiations recommended that the then Department for International Trade should ensure it learns lessons from the progress it has made on multiple negotiations so far. It should ensure that feedback, learning and sector knowledge from across departments and devolved administrations is recorded and shared, and used to inform an improved approach in future negotiations.

3.10 Our Framework for auditing evaluations notes the importance of collating evaluation findings and lessons learned so they can be easily accessed and shared. This includes government maintaining a central repository of evaluation evidence on different policy areas, which is kept updated and is accessible to analysts and policy professionals. Working groups have traditionally been used to support the identification and dissemination of best practice. While they can be a valuable tool, they often need central support to operate effectively. Our 2021 report on Central oversight of arm’s-length bodies recommended that Cabinet Office should support departments in developing and strengthening such groups to facilitate better sharing of good practice. The sharing of good practice and learning is essential to the effective management of an intervention and can be valuable in pre-empting factors that are likely to impact on future projects.

3.11 Cross-government forums can be a useful way of supporting effective working relationships and communication between departments. In 2019, the government set up the EU Exit Operations cabinet committee to help with ‘no-deal’ preparations. This forum helped bring ministers and officials together more regularly to forge a common understanding of the task ahead, and such regular cross-government communication can also help to facilitate learning and knowledge-sharing between departments. Government must make sure that the level of integration and coordination required between departments supports establishing such structures, but where it does they can be a useful tool in fostering effective relationships.
Appendix One

Our evidence base

1 We analysed evidence between October 2022 and May 2023 in order to understand the challenges to cross-government working, key learning from our back catalogue on cross-government working including common pitfalls and good practice, and government’s current initiatives in relation to cross-government working.

Departmental interviews

2 We held interviews with Cabinet Office and HM Treasury to discuss:

- HM Treasury and Cabinet Office’s work to identify the barriers to cross-government working and their ambitions to improve departmental support and to facilitate joined-up working;
- how Outcome Delivery Plans (ODPs) are designed to support the identification and delivery of cross-cutting outcomes; and
- how the Shared Outcomes Fund is being used to incentivise cross-government working, with a particular focus on evaluation.

Review of Outcome Delivery Plans (ODPs)

3 We reviewed the ODPs for 19 departments, published in July 2021. We also reviewed the 20 agreed cross-cutting outcomes published in October 2021. We identified the lead departments responsible for delivering each of the joint priority outcomes and their supporting departments. We were able to highlight those departments that, according to their ODPs, are more likely to work across government to deliver cross-cutting outcomes.
Review of HM Treasury and Cabinet Office survey data

4 HM Treasury and Cabinet Office carried out an online survey of departmental practitioners between February 2022 and March 2022. Their results were based on 229 responses from 15 different departments and 3 other bodies involved in cross-government working. Responses were internal and based on 18 questions aimed at understanding the extent to which different barriers impact on cross-government working. We reviewed this data and have used it to support Figure 4 in our report. It should be noted that this is not a statistically representative sample of the views of all practitioners and instead is an indication of some of the barriers faced to joint working. It may over- or under-estimate the actual prevalence of such barriers.

Published National Audit Office reports and document review

5 This report and our accompanying guide draw on our experience of auditing programmes that require cross-government working to achieve the desired outcomes. We provide case examples to illustrate good practice in cross-government working, as well as the challenges and common pitfalls departments often encounter. The summaries provided in this report and guide reflect our findings at the time of the original report. We have not included details of follow-up action departments may have taken to respond to our findings.

6 Our previous reports on cross-government working can be found on our website. We have used the following National Audit Office reports to inform our findings:

• Comptroller and Auditor General, Central oversight of arm’s-length bodies, Session 2021-22, HC 297, National Audit Office, June 2021.


• Comptroller and Auditor General, Integration across government, Session 2012-13, HC 1041, National Audit Office, March 2013.

7 We also used the following National Audit Office frameworks:

• National Audit Office, Improving government data: A guide for senior leaders, July 2022.

• National Audit Office, Evaluating government spending: an audit framework, April 2022.

Consultation with departments

8 We held four discussions with representatives from Cabinet Office and HM Treasury on our guide to cross-government working. These were to assess whether we had identified the most important issues government needs to tackle, and to seek views on how government can become more effective in these areas. Relevant feedback from these meetings was incorporated into the guide.

International examples

9 We contacted 11 international Supreme Audit Institutions (SAIs) to understand whether their government regularly delivers cross-departmental initiatives, what mechanisms they have in place to capture cross-cutting priorities, the main barriers to effective cross-departmental working, any initiatives or incentives to make cross-departmental working easier, and any examples of good practice that they were aware of. From the 11 requests we received eight responses, allowing us to consider international comparisons as we developed our outputs.
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